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CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS ON THE REGULATION
OF UNION AND EMPLOYER CONDUCT*

Charles 0. Gregoryt

T

HIS is a discussion of constitutional issues involved in federal and
state regulations pertaining to labor. The importance of substantive due process has dwindled away, except in relation to picketing
and Jim Crow unionism. The dominant issue has become the exercise
of power, in a jurisdictional sense, to eliminate socially injurious practices. During the past half century the Supreme Court has taken almost
all possible positions on these matters.· Pursuing the ideal of a living
document, the Court has retailored the Constitution to suit the political
exigencies and the dominant interest pressures of any given time.
In 1787 the Fathers gave Congress the power to regulate all commerce within the states. They did not use the term "interstate commerce." But in response to political and economic pressures the
Supreme Court developed the interstate commerce theory. Thus Congress was not allowed to regulate labor because production was a local
affair. Nor would the Court let it do indirectly what it could not do
directly. At the same time the states were not allowed to interfere with
interstate transit. Congress was forced to abdicate its commerce power
over goods after they had entered states in their original package, in
order to help states exclude sub-standard made goods. Indeed, it even
felt obliged to pass the now obsolete government contract acts!
The break came in 1936; and the 1937 Labor Board cases1 upset
the traditional distribution of power. The Court streamlined the interstate commerce theory, giving Congress the scope necessary for the
fulfillment of Roosevelt's anti-depression program. Yet this "revolutionary" development was passed off as a mere matter of statutory
construction. But the Court expressly overruled the Child Labor case2
in upholding the Wage-Hour Act.3 Shortly thereafter employees of
local oil-well drillers, office-building maintenance men, roac;l workers,
* Paper delivered at the Institute on The Law and Labor-Management Relations sponsored by the University of Michigan Law School, June 26-July 1, 1950.-Ed.
t Professor of Law, University of Virginia.-Ed.
1 NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1, 57 S.Ct. 615 (1937) and the
four companion cases handed down at the same time.
2 Hammer v. Dagenhart, 247 U.S. 251, 38 S.Ct. 529 (1918).
s United States v. Darby Lumber Co., 312 U.S. 100, 61 S.Ct. 451 (1941).
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and even the employees of lo~l window-washing contractors were
swept along on the new conceptual wave of interstate commerce. Some
ridiculous distinctions ensued. While cooks in railroad gangs were
under federal jurisdiction for some purposes,4 they were not for others.5
And the janitors of some New York office buildings made the grade,6
while those in others were left out in the cold. 7 It all seemed to depend
on what the Court thought Congress meant when it.defined covered
employees in terms of their relationship to interstate commerce.
Fundamental policy should not be outlined on the basis of such
nice definitions. Justice Frankfurter admitted that "the task is one of
accommodation as between assertions of new federal authority and historic functions of the individual States,". undertaken out of deference
to "the implications of our dual system of govemment."8 Referring to
"the great concepts of the Constitution such as 'interstate commerce,' "
he observed that such concepts do not provide formulas of automatic
application. But the Constitution does not mention "interstate commerce." On the basis of what the Fathers intended, as well as of new
constitutional theory, would it not have been better to conclude simply
that the Wage-Hour Act covered all employees whose services in any
way contributed to the production of goods for commerce?
Surely Congress now has complete power to regulate all the commerce it wants to regulate. Virtually all economic activities now affect
commerce; and it seems far-fetched to conclude that Congress, by using
terms such as "engaged in commerce" or "necessary for the production
of goods for commerce," had intended to exercise less of its available
power than it had in using the term "affecting commerce" in the
Wagner Act. Perhaps those dissenting justices were correct who wished
to regard the Wage-Hour Act as an exercise of the complete commerce
power of Congress. For in trying to salvage the shreds of dual feder.alism, the majority of the Court has maintained only a symbol of state
power and has made the Wage-Hour Act onerous and uncertain.
Even Justice Frankfurter now concedes that Congress has the power to
cover all of these cooks and janitors denied protection if it would but
exercise it. And all this power came from expanding the interstate
Philadelphia, B. & W.R. Co. v. Smith, 250 U.S. 101, 39 S.Ct. 396 (1919).
McLeod v. Threlkeld, 319 U.S. 491, 63 S.Ct. 1248 (1943).
6 Borden Co. v. Borella, 325 U.S. 679, 65 S.Ct. 1223 (1945).
110 East 40th Street Bldg., Inc. v. Callus, 325 U.S. 578, 65 S.Ct. 1227 (1945).
a Kirschbaum Co. v. Walling, 316 U.S. 517 at 520, 62 S.Ct. 1116 (1942).
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commerce theory-the theory first employed by the Court to minimize
the scope of Congressional power under the commerce clause!
A new type of dual federalism, exemplified in Hill v. Florida,9 has
become ascendant. There a majority of the Court held that the freedom
of choice afforded employees in the Wagner Act was depleted by a state
law requiring unions and their business agents to be licensed. Justice
Frankfurter opposed this occupation of the field by implication, piling
up precedents to show that concurrent jurisdiction permits a state to
legislate unless its acts are clearly inconsistent with some specific federal statute. Where Congress had not defined eligible unions but had
merely forbidden employers to inB.uence the choice of bargaining representatives, he thought the states could enact labor union ''blue sky"
laws. But, perhaps with some reason, his colleagues were plagued with
the suspicion that all state labor regulations are essentially anti-union.
Previously the entire Court had allowed Wisconsin to prevent unfair union practices like mass picketing and violence in an interstate
industry.10 But when the union at Briggs-Stratton devised a new type
of work stoppage, the Court split wide open again.11 The majority
allowed Wisconsin to forbid periodic concerted cessations from work,
under the ·guise of attending union meetings, because it disrupted
production at the plant. The union insisted that Wisconsin had denied
its members the recourse to "concerted activities" guaranteed in section
7 of the Wagner Act. But the Court thought that Wisconsin had
denied nothing which Congress had allowed and had regulated conduct
concerning which Congress had not spoken at all. They plainly
thought this to be unprotected activity, like the sit-down strike and
9 325 U.S. 538, 65 S.Ct. 1373 (1945).
10 Allen-Bradley Local No. 1111 v. WERB,

315 U.S. 740, 62 S.Ct. 820 (1942).
llJntl. Union, UAW, AFL, Local 232 v. WERB, 336 U.S. 245, 69 S.Ct. 516 (1949).
It should be noted that the NLRB did not appear in this litigatipn. Apparently, however, after
this decision came down, it did request the Court to reconsider this case and allow it an
opportunity to be heard. This request for a rehearing was denied. The board's lawyers
plainly thought that Congress had intended in the NLRA of 1947 to establish a labor relations
policy, with the idea "that all issues arising in the field of labor relations, as such, involving
interstate industries, should be dealt with under federal law,'' except insofar as certain
matters were specifically left to state control. If a rehearing had been granted, they apparently
hoped to convince at least one of the majority Justices to take the view that Congress had
pre-empted the field in dealing with the cbnduct here involved, to the exclusion of the state
of Wisconsin, whether or not (it would seem) the Board actually was of the opinion that
such conduct amounted to a violation of the NLRA. Perhaps this is the theory which really
succeeded in winning recognition in the Plankinton case. See infra note 16 for what I have
in mind here.
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labor violence.12 And they said that nothing in the Taft-Hartley Act
covered such conduct, either to make it protected or a union unfair
labor practice. ·
Four justices vigorously dissented. They declared that if the states
may dictate what is to be a valid strike, they can prevent all strikes and
thus defeat the whole policy of the NLRA. They accused the majority
of including under unprotected activity a pure form of the strike, merely
because it was effective. But the majority was in the stronger tactical
position. For only the Labor Board may declare activity protected. The
Court, on the other hand, may only support a Board ruling to that effect
or make the ultimate decision that the conduct is unprotected.
Here again the minority justices invoked Hill v. Florida to protect
tke interests of unions. While Justice Frankfurter was no doubt moved
by devotion .to residual state power, Justice Jackson applied the guarantee of "concerted activities" in light of-the traditional strike, regarding
th~e work stoppages as plain insubordination on the job. Thus the
"great concepts of the Constitution" are shaped as the resultant of economic bias, devotion to states' rights, and common sense in construing
the basic statute.
The more recent Algoma Plywood decision13 illustrates this same
case-by-case skirmish. · To what extent were the states free under the
Wagner Act to enforce local rules against union security in plants falling under the federal jurisdiction? The Court held that by 1947 the
War Labor Board's union security policy no longer prevented Wisconsin from enforcing its union authority requirement of a two-thirds vote.
Nor did it believe that the Wagner Act proviso of section·8(3) legalized union security contracts, regarding it only as an acknowledgment
of their existence. Justice Black thought it was too late to change the
old Board's contrary interpretation of section 8(3), saying that he
"would not make a trap of this settled administrative interpretation by
subiecting this employer to penal damages [of back pay] for his good
faith reliance on it."14 Co~ing from a Justice who helped to scuttle
the Rutland Court doctrine,1 5 this reveals the importance of Hill v.
Florida to labor unions.
12 See observations of Chief Justice Vinson in Intl. Union, UAW, CIO v. O'Brien, 339
U.S. 454 at 458-9, 70 S.Ct. 781 (1950).
13 Algoma Plywood and Veneer Co. v. WERB, 336 U.S. 301, 69 S.Ct. 584 (1949).
14 Id. at 327.
15 Matter of Rutland Court Owners, Inc., 44 N.L.R.B. 587 (1942) and 46 N.L.R.B.
1040 (1943); rejected in Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. v. N.L.R.B., 338 U.S. 355, 70 S.Ct.
166 (1949).
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After Algoma, the Plankinton16 case is not easy to understand. One
conspicuous difference between them concerns the respective dates of
discharge-that in Plankinton having been in 1945, when the War
Labor Board was still functioning, and that in Algoma, in 1947. Possibly the Court thought in the Plankinton case that the federal government still occupied the field by actively maintaining the War Labor
Board. But it is hard enough to understand the Court when it submits
opinions. Hence I refuse to worry too much about Plankinton if the
Court could dismiss it with a memorandum decision.
In the meantime, Hill 11. Florida fared better in the representation
cases. A majority of the Court would not let New York certify foremen's unions in interstate industries, even though the federal Labor
Board refused to act in such cases.17 Here, it said, the federal board
did have the power to act, whether or not it chose to exercise it; and if
it did choose to act, a conflict of policy might arise: Apparently this
means that if the federal board has the power to act but does not act,
then the state board may not act. In this situati"on the federal board's
position was temporarily based on its discretionary interpretation of
section _9(b);18 and, of course, its ultimate change of policy showed
that it had always had the power to act. On such subtleties does the
great scheme of dual federalism rest in our times! But Congress has
now put up "No Trespassing" signs in this area. 19 Thus, the Bethlehem precedent remains only as a threat of what might happen again
if the states repeat their efforts to play in the federal government's
temporarily vacant back yard.
The LaCrosse Telephone case20 goes far to clear up any possible
confusion. Nobody doubted that Congress had empowered the federal
board to assume jurisdiction over telephone companies. But LaCrosse
and its organized employees had previously adjusted their own prob1s Plankinton Packing Co. v. WERB, 255 Wis. 285, 38 N.W. (2d) 688; 338 U.S. 953,
70 S.Ct. 491 (1950). Since this paper was read in June 1950, I have found out more about
the nature of the Plankinton case. Although this is not easily inferred from the Court's brief
memorandum opinion, apparently the rationale of the decision was that if the employer had
engaged in an unfair labor practice, it was conduct covered by section 8 of the NLRA, over
which the federal board had exclusive jurisdiction and with respect to which the Wisconsin
board was no longer free to act. I understood that the lawyers for the NLRA look upon the
Plankinton case as rounding out the picture initially sketched by the Bethlehem-Allegheny
Ludlum and LaCrosse TeleP,hone decisions and given perspective by the Algoma case.
Nevertheless, these distinctions remain almost too subtle to comprehend.
,
17Bethlehem Steel Corp. v. New York State Lab. Bd." and Allegheny Ludlum Steel
Corp. v. Kelley, 330 U.S. 767, 67 S.Ct. 1026 (1947).
1s Matter of Maryland Drydock Co., 49 N.L.R.B. 733 (1943).
19 Labor Management Relations Act, tit. 1, §14(a) (1947).
20 LaCrosse Telephone Corp. v. WERB, 336 U.S. 18, 69 S.Ct. 379 (1949).
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lems without recourse to the federal board. Wisconsin therefore
thought it was free to· conduct representational proceedings and to certify a new union to this company. But here Congress had laid down a
scheme and had charged the federal board with the task of implementing that scheme. Not only did Congress have the power to act here;
it had fully exercised this power. The fact that the federal board had
never intervened in the affairs of LaCrosse and its employees was not
the fault of it or of Congress. In light of federal provisions governing
repr~entation proceedings, dual action under such circumstances was
too fraught with the potentialities of confusion and conB.ict. At the
same time, the LaCrosse decision leaves state boards in a quandary as
to how they can deal with small local _situations over which the federal
board nevertheless now has jurisdiction but has neither th<:: time nor
budgetary resources to dispose of.
On May 8, 1950, the Supreme Court unanimously held unconstitutional a Michigan statute qualifying the right to strike-at least in
interstate fodustries. 21 This statute,22 among other things, forbade
unions to call strikes in general industry without approval of a majority
of the employees in the bargaining unit. But Congress had established
a routine of its own governing strikes under certain circumstances;23
and it did not require a majority vote. This conB.ict left no room for
local regulation of strikes in interstate industries.
Thus the fears of the minority Justices in the •Briggs-Stratton case24
proved groundless. This was a plain wage strike, called after conformance with the provisions of the NLRA; and it clearly amounted to protected activity. The Chief Justice found "no need to discuss the due
process point" in this case; and he remarked that "Even if some state
legislation in this area could be sustained, the particular statute before
us could not stand." This £.rst ~bservation suggests that the Court is
leaving open the question of state interference with strikes in industries which Congress has no desire to regulate. The second may be tacit
allowance for s·tate prohib1tion of strikes in certain specialized industries, such as public utilities .
. 21 Intl. Union, UAW, CIO v. O'Brien, 339 U.S.
22 Mich. Comp. Laws, §423.1 et seq. (1948).
23 Labor

454, 70 S.Ct. 781 (1950).

Management Relations Act, tit. 2, §§203(c), 209(b) and 210 (1947).
Union, UAW, ·AFL, Local 232 v. WERB, 336 U.S. i45, 69 S.Ct. 516 (1949).
Adverting to what I said supra in footnote 11, I understand the NLRA lawyers to feel that
what the Court did in the Michigan UAW case (the O'Brien case cited supra note 21) it
should have done in the Briggs-Stratton or Wisconsin UAW case.
24 Intl.
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Michigan and a dozen or so other states have statutes curtailing
strikes in public utilities.25 Wisconsin is one of these states. If a strike
. occurs at the LaCrosse Telephone Company, for an instance, is Wisconsin free to stop it in spite of Hill v. Florida? All of these utilities are
in interstate commerce. And every argument made ih the Michigan
anti-strike case applies equally well to state statutes aimed at strikes in
public utilities. Yet Congress itself has recognized that emergency
consequences ensue from strikes under certain circumstances. In Title
II of the Taft-Hartley Act it has set up an elaborate procedure to deal
with such strikes. At the same time, however, it purports to deal only
with national emergencies. This federal procedure would hardly be
invoked in a public utility strike creating an emergency shut-down of
a local light and power plant. While this seems equally true of an
isolated strike at LaCrosse Telephone, would it also follow if such a
strike were merely part of a coordinated shut-down covering a substantial part of the country's connected telephone system? Arguably, therefore, the states will be permitted, under certain conditions, to regulate
strikes in certain types of interstate industries because of the existence
of local, in contradistinction to national, emergencies in which Congress has shown no special interest. If my guess is correct, then the
Court will have to create refinements within the doctrine of Hill v.
Florida that are certainly not apparent at first glance. And if my guess
is wrong, then the Court will be leaving the states helpless to cope with
local emergencies, under circumstances where Congress itself has afforded no aid and has taken no special action.25 a
So much for federal and state jurisdiction to regulate labor. Congress is back where the Fathers and John Marshall meant it to be. But
it got there by a process of re-defining the concept of mterstate commerce almost akin to sleight-of-hand. The states may henceforth expect
only the crumbs which Congress leaves-although you never can be
sure, when you are dealing with the "great concepts of the Constitution."
This is not the whole story of the federal grab for power to impose
a uniform labor policy on the nation. In 1940 the Supreme Court
declared that peaceful picketing is constitutionally protected free
25 Chief Justice Vanderbilt's opinion in State v. Traffic Telephone Workers' Federation
of New Jersey, (N.J. 1949) 66 A, (2d) 616.
25a As to this, compare the language of Vanderbilt, C.J., id. at" 624-5.
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speech. 26 Not content with the rapidity of legislative change, the
Court had to assist in developing a uniform labor policy. It is understandable that they perpetuated the constitutional solecism of substantive due process. What I deprecate is (1) the Court's using the Constitution to exercise policy-making power which properly belongs to Congress, and (2) the tour de force implicit in establishing peaceful picketing as a form of speech or communication.
It seems obvious that all picketing is used by labor unions as a
means of coercion. Naturally it involves the element of communication; but so do other types of verbalization joined with elements frequently declared anti-social. In the past, most courts regarded picketing
as a type of economic coercion, like strikes and boycotts. But the strike
was not assimilated through the agency of dubious constitutional doctrine. Our society accepted the strike for exactly what it is--:--a type of
economic coercion. Furthermore, its acceptance originally occurred in
the states and not in the federal courts.
Half a century ago all picketing was regarded as tortious in this
country. Not until 1927 did the New York court :first decide that
stranger picketing was not tortious but was merely an economic pressure
in pursuit of concerted self-interest. 27 When our courts eventually
conceded that there is something called peaceful picketing, this change
found fts roots in popular conviction. But its acceptance, like that of
the whole organized labor movement, was a slow, patient and steady
process of education.
The eight Justices who voted for the Thornhill doctrine were
aware of all this. What cultural insight led them suddenly to view
picketing as something so different? Justice Murphy ponti:6cated on
the axioms of free speech which everybody accepts. But when he applied this wisdom to picketing, he assumed the whole issue at stake.
Such a sweeping modi:6cation of our national culture is socially unwholesome. And since these same Justices would usually go easy in
modifying social customs, I suspect that in this case they were indulging economic bias or were reacting to political pressures.
The Court was determined to eliminate the culture lag in the states,
once the national government went all out for unions. To be sure,
Congress had taken a stand on picketing, boycotts and the strike. But
the Norris-LaGuardia Act applied only to federal judges; and it was
26Thomhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88, 60 S.Ct. 736 (1940).
Bakery & Restaurant, Inc. v. Rifkin, 245 N.Y. 260, 157 N.E. 130 (1927).

27 Exchange
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not an exercise of the commerce power. Since it was unlikely that
Congress would guarantee the right to picket in interstate industries,
the Court assumed power under the Fourteenth Amendment to prevent states from denying this right. In doing so, they unfairly implicated Justice Brandeis. Either they misunderstood his opinion in the
Senn case,28 or they deliberately misread it to enlist his prestige behind
their coup.
The Senn case of 1937 was a five-to-four decision which held valid
a Wisconsin statute legalizing stranger picketing. Stranger picketing
had once been tortious; and there was precedent denying the right to
legalize tortious conduct. But Brandeis observed that nothing in the
Fourteenth Amendment prohibited "picketing and publicity," the
"means" authorized by the Wisconsin statute. He went on to utter the
sentence quoted by Justice Murphy in the Thornhill case: "Members
of a union might, without special statutory authorization by a State,
make known the facts of a labor dispute, for freedom of speech is
guaranteed by the Federal Constitution."20 And then he declared that
the states have the police power to "regulate the methods and means
of publicity as well as the use of public streets." So, he concluded, if
the objectives of the picketing are not forbidden by the Constitution,
then a state may let its streets be used by pickets to publicize the union's
objectives.
Justice Brandeis did not even imply that peaceful picketing is constitutionally protected free speech. 30 All he said is that unions may
publicize labor disputes without benefit of legislation because they, like
everyone else, are entitled to speak freely! In this statement he did not
mention picketing. That's where the statute came in. Having said that
a state may, "in the exercise of its police power, regulate the methods
and means of publicity as well as the use of public streets," he observed
that this power might be exercised to permit picketing. But this also
meant that in the exercise of the same police power, a state might deny
the right to picket as a regulation of "the methods and means of publicity" and "the use of the public streets."
We must constantly remember that only three years before Thornhill, the Court split 5 to 4 over the constitutionality of a statute legalizing peaceful picketing. Then, three years later, after Alabama had
Senn v. Tile Layers Protective Union, 301 U.S. 468, 57 S.Ct. 857 (1937).
at 478.
so Compare the observations of Frankfurter, J., in Intl. Brotherhood v. Hanke, 339 U.S.
470 at 476, 70 S.Ct. 773 (1950), particularly at footnote 2.
28

20 Id.
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exercised its police power to "regulate· the methods and means of publicity as well as the use of public streets," the constitutional issue became
diametrically opposite.
The Court should never have used Brandeis' prestige to put something over on the states. In the labor :field, particularly, he would never
have joined in this way of stifling "social experiments" within the states,
however much he might have deplored the statute. Certainly he would
have been skeptical about the notion that peaceful picketing is constitutionally protected free speech. And he would never have used this
formula to concentrate such policy-making power in the very supreme
judiciary itself!
I feel strongly about the Thornhill case because I sincerely believe
it to be wrong. My conviction has absolutely nothing to do with my
views on organized labor's rights in general or on picketing in particu. lar. I merely hate to see any court assume the power to rule where no
such power was intended in the Constitution. I have always felt this
way; and I think subsequent events have borne me out. Look what
happened in Ritter's case.31 There a majority of the Court conceded
the union complete freedom in publicizing Ritter's patronage of nonunion carpenters through "other traditional modes of communication."
But they nevertheless allowed Texas to enjoin picketing at his restaura]).t. Being an integral part of the hurly-burly of labor disputes, picketing enjoyed constitutional protection only in the context of such
disputes. But how do we know what such disputes are? Illinois thought
it knew in the Swing case;32 yet the Supreme Court said that Illinois
could not circumvent the Constitution ''by drawing the circle of economic competition between employers and workers so small as to ·
contain only an.employer and those directly employed by him."33 The
correct answer may be in section 13 of the Norri~-LaGuardia Act-that
to be protected, picketing must take place in the industry in which the
original dispute occurred. Thus, by picketing Ritter at his restaurant
instead of in front of his non-union house, the union would lose its
protection under the Constitution.
.
I guess it all depends upon who draws the circle. If picketing really
is free speech, what difference should section 13 make? In the NorrisLaGuardia Act, Congress was only prescribing for federal judges the
31 Carpenters and Joiners Union v. Ritter's Cafe, 315 U.S. 722, 62 S.Ct. 807
32 American Federation of Laborv. Swing, 312 U.S. 321, 61 S.Ct. 568 (1941).

~liM~

.

(1942).
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area of non-enjoinable economic conflict. It was not restricting union
activities-it was expanding them. By defining labor disputes in section 13, Congress incompletely exercised its power to narrow the jurisdiction of federal courts. It could have denied the use of injunctions
on a broader base-say, in all situations where unions were pursuing
self-interest, as in the Ritter case.
If Thornhill is sound, it is wrong to separate Ritter, the housebuilder, from Ritter, the restaurant owner, especially since the latter
earned the money to build the house! Furthermore, if Thornhill is
right, the union should be free to tell anybody about Ritter's non-union
patronage and enlist their aid as neutrals, whether they are his restaurant clientele, his restaurant workers, or teamsters bringing him restaurant supplies. If it may conscript these neutrals through the press
or by picketing at his house, why not in front of his restaurant? To call
Ritter, the restaurant owner, a neutral seems absurd. This is the sort of
trouble Thornhill has caused our judges. Such line ( or shall I say
"circle") drawing is a legislative function; and the Court should have
left the legislatures free to perform it.
If Justice Frankfurter did not read section 13 of the Norris-LaGuardia Act into the Constitution, then he must have drawn the circle
himself-the very thing he would not let Illinois do in the Swing case.
But if he did rely upon section 13, then why not expand the Thornhill
doctrine to protect the strike and the secondary boycott? For the rights
not to work and not to consume are basic rights; and they certainly fall
· within the orbit of section 13.
But Thornhill is having a rough time. The state courts are creating
an illegaJ purpose doctrine to combat this innovation. Some enjoin
peaceful picketing in pursuit of an objective made unlawful by statute,
while others find their illegal purposes in the common law, such as the
restraint of trade involved in uniform prices for haircuts. One statutory illegal objective is compelling an employer to recognize a union
regardless of his employees' wishes. Another is the use of economic
pressure in the absence of a narrowly defined labor dispute. Thus
Thornhill encourages an unwholesome process of nullification. 34
The Giboney case has proved to be the brea~ng point.35 There a
34 E.g., Miller's, Inc. v. Journeymen Tailors Union, 128 N.J. Eq. 162, 15 A. (2d) 822
(1940); revd. in 312 U.S. 658, 61 S.Ct. 732 (1941); Schwab v. Local No. 159, 165 Ore.
603, 109 P. (2d) 600 (1941).
.
85 Giboney v. Empire Storage & Ice Co., 336 U.S. 490, 69 S.Ct. 684 (1949). In connection with this case, I cannot help citing a recent decision of the Massachusetts Supreme
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unanimous Court held that Missouri might enjoin picketing intended
to compel a company to violate the state anti-monopoly law by agreeing
not to sell ice to non-union peddlers. If the Supreme Court had sustained the union's right to picket, the plaintiff would have to choose
between losing eighty per cent of his former business or paying a
heavy fine. Of course, the Court could have applied the Thornhill
doctrine, willy-nilly, for this was a conventional labor dispute within
the Norris-LaGuardia definition. Certainly the union expected the
Supreme Court to maintain labor's constitutional rights and to regard
the statute as incidental. But the Court endorsed the right of Congress aJ?.d the states to pass statutes prohibiting restraints of trade, aimed
at both employers and organized employees. Of course, if a state should
outlaw unionism itself as a monopoly or restraint of trade· and prohibit
all picketing in furtherance of unions, the doctrine of Hill 11. Florida
would enable the Court to side-step the Giboney precedent and treat
the statute as a pretext to undermine the constitutional right to picket.
But Giboney implies that a state may prevent peaceful picketing
designed to make anyone break a valid state law. Does this mean that
the Supreme Court will take at its face value any state law not in
conllict with an existing federal law? Or will it scrutinize each one to
detect some concealed blow against peaceful picketing? If the Court
takes this latter course, we will have a device in behalf of union interests analogous to the old doctrine of substantive due process, once used
in behalf of corporate interests-a censorship over internal state policy
based on a combination of commerce power and the Fourteenth
Amendment.
Since May 8, 1950, we know that states may outlaw influence
exerted by employers against employees to make them join a union and
may enjoin picketing intended to make an employer assert such inB.uence.36 And th1s is so, even when the command of noninterference is
Court-Commonwealth v. McHugh, 93 N.E. (2d) 751 (1950), where the economic stranglehold exercised by the fishermen's union over the marketing of fish was broken up under the
state anti-monopoly law. There is no question that this industry was in interstate commerce.
And with respect to the nature of the union's constituency, this case certainly seems to differ
from Columbia River Packers Assn. v. Hinton, 315 U.S. 143, 62 S.Ct. 520 (1942). In view
of United States v. Hutcheson, 312 U.S. 219, 61 S.Ct. 463 (1941) and Allen Bradley Co.
v. Local Union No. 3, IBEW, 325 U.S. 797, 65 S.Ct. 1533 (1945), what sort of valid
argument could be made to the effect that federal pre-emption of the field prevented Massachusetts from, suppressing this monopoly? Personally, I think none, although I recognize
that this situation furnishes an engaging field for speculation.

36 Building Service Employees Intl. Union v. Gazzam, 339 U.S. 532, 70 S.Ct. 784
(1950).
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only hortatory and not backed up by punishment. This may result in
maintenance of a non-union shop; but that is not the employer's fault.
Justice Minton in the Gazzam case37 purports to leave open the possibility of picketing employees under such circumstances. But if they
are picketed at the employer's premises, how will the Court deal with
legislation aimed at protecting the employer's business from the adverse
effects of picketing which he can do nothing about stopping? It seems
plain to me that Giboney and Gazzam between them spell the virtual
end of organizational pressure through picketing.
Of course, picketing to secure a closed or union shop would be
enjoinable in a state where such union security agreements are invalid.
Suppose a state made it unlawful for any businessman to refuse to
deal with any other businessman, except under conditions prescribed
by some third party association. And what if a state forbade, as restaints of trade, industry-wide agreements between employers' associations and international unions? And how about states, either by statute
or common-law rule, declaring it an illegal restraint of trade for all
entrepreneurs in any given field to agree upon a standard price-for
instance, on haircuts or trucking or milk or laundry service-or on
standard hours of opening and closing shop, as among block butchers?
All these things are of the utmost economic importance to unions.
Under the Giboney precedent, picketing in all of these situations
discussed above is arguably enjoinable. Yet in every· one of them a
conventional labor dispute is involved. If the states may enjoin here,
then by indirection they are narrowing the scope of labor disputeswhich the Court had said they may not do directly. By such legislation
or court decisions aimed at employers and businessmen, and not at
unions, the states may thus succeed in evading Thornhill. The only
area of escape from this is that suggested by Hill v. Florida in interstate
industries.
Again, suppose the states feel that unions have gone too far in
certain areas. They come right out either by statute or common law
and make it unlawful for anyone, including unions, to compel a selfemployed perso:,;i either to comply with certain stipulated methods of
doing business or go out of business. The Senn, 38 Wohl3 9 and Ange3 7 "The Washington statute has not been construed by the Washington courts in this
case to prohibit picketing of workers by other workers." Id. at 539.
3 B Senn v. Tile Layers Protective Union, 301 U.S. 468, 57 S.Ct. 857 (1937).
3 9 Bakery & Pastry Drivers and Helpers, Local 802 v. Wohl, 315 U.S. 769, 62 S.Ct. 118
(1942).
·
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los40 situations are what I have in mind. This has always been a classical instance of the latter day labor dispute. Yet in the Hanke case41
the Court on May 8 held that the states may enjoin such picketing,
and without benefit of legislation. The area of dispute b~comes further
narrowed; and with this virtual overruling of the Wohl and Angelos
cases, Thornhill is ripped wide open. But this seemed inevitable where
states were left free to prevent unions from achieving the same result
by striking. In the meantime, the Senn precedent remains intact where
such union aggression is allowed by local statute.
Eventually we niust acknowledge that Congress and the states have
the power to regulate matters economic and to outlaw what they regard
as undesirable trade practices. If the federal government is to allow
peaceful picketing generally, then it is up to Congress alone to say so;
and the Court can then forestall inconsistent state laws by using Hill
11. Florida. But whatever direction the legislative policy of Congress
and the states may take in this field, the Court should not interfere
with them by using an indefensible constitutional formula. For Thornhill, as advertised, would apply as well to Congressional as to state laws.
Certainly if the states are allowed to stop picketing indirectly, by making its objectives unlawful for tradesmen, then they should be able to
do it by placing restrictions directly on unions. Otherwise the unions
are vested with a special power enjoyed by nobody else in society. This
is the dilemma which the Supreme Court cannot escape without virtually overruling Thornhill. For when local economic adjustments
concern matters over which Congress either has no jurisdiction or has
not exercised it, then the Supreme Court has no business to overrule
local values on such matters. If it does, then it is behaving ·just as the
old Court did in the heyday of corporate protection under the Fourteenth Amendment.
The Supreme Court's reaction to section 8(b)(4) of the TaftHartley Act should be revealing. There Congress made it unlawful
for unions to exert pressures against others to compel them to do certain
things, although picketing was not mentioned. I feel sure that the
Court will ·uphold decisions by the Board and the lower federal courts
that picketing aimed at these forbidden objectives ts illegal. The California Supreme Court in the Blaney case42 does not agree with me, but
40 Cafeteria Employees
41 Intl. Brotherhood of

Union, Local 302 v. Angelos, 320 U.S. 293, 64 S.Ct. 126 (1943).
Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen & Helpers Union, Local
309 v. Hanke, 339 U.S. 470, 70 S.Ct. 773 (1950).
42 In re Blaney, 30 Cal. (2d) 643, 184 P. (2d) 892 (1947).
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my guess finds support in both Missouri43 and Colorado.44 I am somewhat concerned about the future of secondary picketing, like that in
the Goldfinger case,45 where the picketed person is in unity of economic
interest with the employer really under fire. If provisions like section
8(b)(4) are construed to prevent such picketing with the Supreme
Court's acquiescence, then Thornhill is indeed through. Quite inevitably, the Thornhill doctrine is being pushed back to its only logical
application-a sanction against blanket prohibitions aimed at all peaceful picketing. There it will remain a monument to the Court's "good
will," causing little trouble to state and federal legislatures who know
what they want.
In the meantime, Justice Traynor, of the California Supreme
Court, suggests a test for distinguishing between enjoinable picketing
and the kind which may not be enjoined under the Thornhill doctrine.46 His test has nothing to do with the objectives to be achieved.
It rests on the distinction between peaceful picketing which is coercive
and that which is purely notice, or publicity, picketing. Professor Cox
of Harvard has already suggested the neat classifications of "signal"
and "publicity" picketing.47 But this formula hardly stands analysis.
It seems that the picketing in the Ritter case, for instance, is not
publicity but, rather, signal picketing. Hence, Thornhill .does not
apply, after all. Certainly this distinction was lost on Justices Black,
Douglas, Murphy and Reed, who thought that the carpenters' union
was merely trying to tell all sympathetic people that Ritter was supporting a non-union enterprise. But according to this new test, their picketing was just the trigger play-the signal-to set off a series of automatic
assists on the part of Ritter's customers, his restaurant workers and the
teamsters' union. While these same people might have responded to
publicity at Ritter's new house or to a notice in the newspaper, the carpenters' union realistically thought otherwise. Still this analysis would
have broken down if picketing at Ritter's house had enlisted the eco43 Hobbs v. Poteet, 357 Mo. 152, 207 S.W. (2d) 501 (1947). But see Ex parte Hunn,
357 Mo. 256, 207 S.W. (2d) 468 (1948).
44 Denver Milk Producers, Inc. v. Intl. Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen & Helpers Union, 116 Colo. 389, 183 P. (2d) 529 (1947) as to which, see 334
U.S. 809, 68 S.Ct. 1015 (1948).
45 Goldfinger v. Feintuch, 276 N.Y. 281, 11 N.E. (2d) 307 (1937).
46 Hughes v. Superior Court, 32 Cal. (2d) 850 at 871, 198 P. (2d) 885 (1948).
47 Report of Labor Relations Law Section, Committee on State Legislation, American
Bar Association 11 (1949).
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nomic cooperation of the same people who responded to the picketing
at his restaurant.
Or take the California Hughes case,48 which I :find objectionable
for the reasons given in Justice Carter's dissent. Members of Negro
organizations peacefully picketed a grocery store because it would not
agree to hire Negro clerks in proportion to the patronage of the store
by members of their race. The state supreme court held this enjoinable under its Marinship precedent49 against closed shops and closed
unions, as an attempt to impose a closed union on the basis of color, to
the extent of the proportion of Negro patronage-about :fifty percent.
It would be an arbitrary denial of half the jobs to members of the
Caucasian and yellow races, on the basis of color. This use of a common-law precedent aimed at discrimination to defeat a sensible attempt
to eliminate discrimination seems queer to me. Still, I believe the
matter to be only California's business and not the Supreme Court's.
Their court seems convinced that con:6ning a :fixed percentage of jobs
to union members of a certain race is tantamount to establishing a
closed shop with a closed union. That is unlawful in California,
although not by statute. Of course, there was a conventional labor
dispute as de:6ned in the Norris-LaGuardia Act. But that did not deter
the California court in the Bautista case,50 where it enjoined a strike
creating secondary pressure to force a self-employed milk route owner
either to hire a union driver or go out of business. I think California
is entitled to make such judgments, although properly only by legislation. But that also is California's private affair. While I think the
Supreme Court was right in upholding the California court on May 8,
1950, surely this use of Giboney on the basis of common-law illegal
objectives is a drastic modification of the Swing case.
Justice Traynor and Professor Cox, however, believe that this was
merely publicity picketing and entitled to constitutional protection.
These Negroes, says Justice Traynor, were merely telling colored
customers that members of their race were not employed at the picketed
store. Why were they doing this? Naturally, to effect coercion against
the store through loss of Negro patronage. Justice Traynor claims that
they were merely trying to notify the public and let human nature take
its course. But what else were the pickets in Ritter and Giboney trying
48 Hughes v. Superior Court in and for Contra Costa County, 32 Cal. (2d) 850, 198 P.
(2d) 885 (1948); 339 U.S. 460, 70 S.Ct. 718 (1950).
49 James v. Marinship Corp., 25 Cal. (2d) 721, 155 P. (2d) 329 (1944).
50 Bautista v. Jones, 25 Cal. (2d) 746, 155 P. (2d) 343 (1944).
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to do? What difference is there between the sympathetic cooperation
of the public, on the one hand, and of workers, on the other? The
suggested formula merely places a premium on ineffectiveness of the
picketing, based on the differences in degree of the economic coercion
sympathetically enlisted. But this does not make much sense. All
picketing is obviously conducted to coerce. The desired coercion is
achieved through convincing customers not to enter, by persuading
loyal employees to withdraw, by inB.uencing job hunters to remain
away, and by enlisting the aid of all other union folk with .a prejudice
against crossing picket lines. I do not suggest that peaceful picketing
coerces those whose aid is requested. But I doubt if much support is
won on intellectual conviction as to the merits of the cause. Most of it
is probably induced by a combination of fear, prudence and social
embarrassment-a sort of psychological coercion which compounds
itself ultimately into economic coercion on the picketed business.
I take it that this new distinction between signal and publicity
picketing is somewhat as follows: The signal category implies a prearranged response on the part of other unionists, whereas the publicity
category leaves the response merely to chance. Therefore, because
signal picketing is intelligently effective, it does not qualify as constitutionally protected communication, whereas publicity picketing is
entitled to protection because its effect is speculative. This subtle
revival of the common-law conspiracy doctrine must have been unintentional. Certainly, the Supreme Court will not accept it, even to save
Thornhill. What it should do, of course, is to overrule the Thornhill
doctrine and all of its inauspicious progeny, saving the constitutional
guarantee of free speech for the situations it was intended to cover.
And the shaping of a uniform labor relations policy it should leave for
Congress to develop under its commerce power.
Is there any part left in the regulation of labor for the due process
clauses to play? Aside from the Thornhill doctrine, the doctrine of
substantive due process has well-nigh disappeared during the past fourteen years. The Taft-Hartley Act, and a few state analogues, have
curtailed secondary pressures implemented through concerted refusals
to work. But it is now too late for the Supreme Court to create for
strikes and boycotts a type of constitutional protection analogous to the
Thornhill doctrine. Some boycotts, of course, are effectuated through
printed announcements or peaceful picketing. But under the old
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Gompers case51 the present Court would probably declare that an unlawful act like the secondary boycott would still be unlawful as a "verbal act," in spite of the element of communication. For if the secondary
pressure is unlawful, then its implementation through a speech form
cannot save it, as recent picketing cases indicate.
Secondary labor boycotts implemented by concerted refusals to
work are only complicated strikes. Prohibitions of strikes usually invite mention of involuntary servitude. But the Thirteenth Amendment
in this connection is about as relevant as the "slave labor" slogan used
to characterize the Taft-Hartley Act. A prohibition against the strike
does not compe! individual workers to remain at their jobs. If they
claim to be bound by economic necessity, the Supreme Court would
hardly regard them as "wage slaves" entitled to a constitutional protection adopted to eliminate the real McCoy.
The strongest case against laws forbidding strikes would be based
on blanket prohibitions. An example is section 305 of Taft-Hartley,
making unlawful all strikes by government employees. Th~t sweeping
provision involv~ considerations which make it a special case like the
prohibition of strikes in public utilities. As far as section 8(b)(4) is
concerned, the lower federal courts have assumed that there is nothing
unconstitutional involved, appearing unconcerned that this subsection
is even broad enough to proscribe peaceful secondary picketing. My
best reason for believing that such provisions will be upheld is my
inability to understand how the Court could rationalize a contrary view.
For this is essentially economic conduct concerning economic issuesmatters which have normally been subjected to regulation. While
freedom of contract once qffered refuge, the Supreme Court will surely
not resurrect that almost forgotten concept to insure unions freedom
of collective bargaining through the right to strike.
Similar regulation by the states should also be valid if Congress
has not already occupied the field. Justice Douglas' alarm in his BriggsStratton dissent5 2 suggests that suppression of the right to strike is no
longer a matter of concern under the due process clauses but is merely
a matter of who can do it-Congress or the states? While the Michigan
anti-strike case53 answers that question, it leaves the due process point
'wide open. But the Court will surely sustain the emergency strike
I

51Gompersv.Buc.ks Stove&RangeCo., 221 U.S. 418, 31 S.Ct. 492 0911).
52 Intl. Union, U.A.W.A., A. F. of L., Local 232 v. WERB, 336 U.S. 245 at 265-7, 69
S.Ct. 516 (1949).
53 Intl. Union, UAW, CIO v. O'Brien, 339 U.S. 454, 70 S.Ct. 781 (1950).
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provisions in Taft-Hartley. And if it goes that far, it cannot invalidate
state laws restricting emergency strikes on lack of due process. Twenty:6.ve years ago the Supreme Court went this far when Kansas vested
packinghouses with a public interest.54 But that now seems a far cry.
The union security cases suggest an answer. 55 Consider how the
Supreme Court crushed all attempts to outlaw the yellow dog contract.56 As late as 1930, the Massachusetts court rejected the clever
evasion of the Coppage and Adair decisions appearing in the NorrisLaGuardia Act.57 Yet Congress added real preventive sanctions in the
Railway Labor and Wagner Acts; and several of the states copied the
anti-injunction and labor relations laws. While these sanctions have
never been squarely passed on, nobody during the past decade would
seriously have maintained that they were unconstitutional, even though
the Adair and Coppage cases remained on the books until Justice Black
brushed them aside in 1949.58 Indeed, one of his reasons for upholding
the Arizona right-to-work law was the balance effected by that state's
anti-yellow dog contract act.59 That wa!? when he also buried the old
Wolff Packing case,60 with all of its due process trappings. In doing
this, he declared, the Court ''has consciously returned closer and closer
to the earlier constitutional principle that states have power to legislate against what are found to be injurious practices in their internal
commerical and business affairs, so long as their laws do not run afoul
of some specific federal constitutional prohibition, or of some valid
federal law." 61 Here again the states seem to win assurance that they
may deal with the inconveniences of strikes in public utilities under
federal jurisdiction.
I have the feeling that contemporary constitutional doctrine was
evolved in upholding federal and state laws which promoted the interI

54 Wolff Packing Co. v. Kansas Court of Industrial Relations, 262 U.S. 522, 43 S.Ct.
630 (1922).
55 Lincoln Fed. Lab. Union No. 19129, AFL v. Northwestern Iron and Metal Co., 335
U.S. 525, 69 S.Ct. 251 (1949), and companion cases.
56 Adair v. United States, 208 U.S. 161, 28 S.Ct. 277 (1908) and Coppage v. Kansas,
236 U.S. 1, 35 S.Ct. 240 (1915).
57 Opinions of the Justices, 271 Mass. 598 (1930) and Opinions of the Justices, 275
Mass. 580 (1931).
58 Lincoln Fed. Lab. Union No. 19129, AFL v. Northwestern Iron and Metal Co., 335
U.S. 525 at 538, 69 S.Ct. 258 (1949).
59 AFL, Arizona State Federation of Labor v. American Sash & Door Co., 335 U.S. 538,
69 S.Ct. 258 (1949).
60 Lincoln Fed. Lab. Union No. 19129, AFL v. Northwestern Iron and Metal Co., 335
U.S. 525 at 536, 69 S.Ct. 258 (1949).
61Ibid.
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ests of unions by suppressing the "injurious practices" of anti-union
employers. The old due process constitutional doctrine would have
prevented this. Therefore, it was shelved in favor of doctrine developed to perm~t regulation of things economic, in order to permit legislatures to outlaw what they considered injurious practices. But this
development cuts both ways; for when Congress and the states conclude that the unions are up _to no good, the old constitutional doctrine
is no longer handy to prevent legislation aimed at what are thought to
be the "injurious practices" of unions. Instead of using due process
to hold the states in line, the Court has expanded the occupancy-of-the:6.eld theory. 62 While Congress was pro-union, this technique was
attractive; but it has become less so since Congress adopted and· has
· retained the Taft-Hartley Act. With its commerce power virtually
supreme, Congress may forget its manifest destiny and let the states
loose against the unions, almost completely free of their old due process strait-jacket. For such are the fortunes of economic warfare under
the Constitution.
·
One pressing constitutional issue remains. That is the right of all
workers in a bargaining unit to join the union endowed with exclusive
bargaining privileges. Before our present restrictions against union
security, the Court had suggested the prohibition of closed shops and
closed unions; 63 and some of the state courts joined this trend. 64 Because most of the cases involved Negroes, they presented grave constitutional issues. But only the Supreme Court of Kansas squarely
faced this matter of discrimination on the basis of race or creed. 65 In
the Steele case,66 the Supreme Court dodged this issue by declaring
that a union with exclusive statutory bargaining rights had to maintain
the interests of nonmembers on a par with those of members. It implied
that unions are private organizations, under no obligation to admit
Negroes. And since they enjoy exclusive powers to bargain for all
employees in the units they represent, Negro employees are deprived
of any voice in shaping union aims and policies. They have their theoretical guaranty in voting for the union originally chosen, although this
is small help because they are out-numbered. Some of our courts re62 Hill

v. Florida, 325 U.S. 538, 65 S.Ct. 1373 (1945).
Corp. v. NLRB, 323 U.S. 248, 65 S.Ct. 238 (1944).
64 James v. Marinship Corp., 25 Cal. (2d) 721, 155 P. (2d) 329 (1944).
65 Betts v. Easley, 161 Kan. 459, 169 P. (2d) 831, (1946).
66 Steele v. Louisville and Nashville R.R., 323 U.S. 193, 65 S.Ct. 226 (1944).
63 Wallace
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fused to allow a closed or union shop, with a Jim Crow union, suggesting without deciding that exclusion from the union under such
circumstances was unconstitutional. The nearest the Supreme Court
ever came to proscribing the closed shop and the closed union was the
Wallace case;67 and even that was diluted in its ignominious rejection
of the Rutland Court doctrine in 1949. 68 The only bright spot was its
Corsi decision69 upholding the validity of New York's statute forbidding unions to deny membership to any employees they represent, on
the ground of race or creed.
The Kansas court went all the way in Betts 11. Easley. 70 It held
that there was a violation of the Fifth Amendment when one of the
railway brotherhoods denied full membership to Negro employees in
the units it represented. The brotherhood claimed to be a private
organization and showed that no form of union security was involved.
The Kansas court replied that "the acts complained of are those of an
organization acting as an agency created and functioning under provisions of Federal Law." Hence, unions which serve as exclusive bargaining agents under a statute may no longer restrict membership on
arbitrary grounds, such as race. For unions enjoying such statutory
power are no longer private organizations but have become public agencies. Their acts are then clothed with public authority, thus placing
them under judicial scrutiny for lack of due process.
Perhaps the Kansas court was reading more into the due process
clause than the Supreme Court had intended it to retain. But if the
certified union does, exercise statutory powers delegated to it by Congress, then perhaps its acts are sufficiently official to warrant invocation
of the Constitution. Whether or not unions enjoying statutory powers
are solidly enough intrenched as private organizations to defeat such a
development is speculative. Some of them would not care, since they
already welcome all comers into membership. In the meantime, Kansas
has blazed the trail, which the. United States Supreme Court must
eventually follow. For the unions can no longer expect the protection
under the Fourteenth Amendment that was formerly given to the great
corporate interests.
.
The career of the Federal Constitution in the development of labor
regulations has been checkered. Even now it' is a matter of specula67Wallace Corp. v. NLRB, 323 U.S. 248, 65 S.Ct. 238 (1944).
Co. v. NLRB, 338 U.S. 355, 70 S.Ct. 166 (1949).
69Railway Mail Assn. v. Corsi, 326 U.S. 88, 65 S.Ct. 1483 (1945).
10 161 Kan. 459, 169 P. (2d) 831 (1946).

68 Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
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tion what it will be tomorrow or next year. But outstanding is the
doctrine of Hill v. Florida, with organized labor's hopes pinned on
Congress. For, -regardless of backsliding by the states, they can be kept
in line if Congress _exerts its commerce power in a fashion not too
unfyiendly toward the unions.

